Summary of ODOT SGE Updates - January 2020

Sections 701-704 - the geotechnical exploration plan sheets have been renamed to Soil Profile - Roadway sheets, Soil Profile - Structure sheets, and Soil Profile - Geohazard sheets.

Section 702.3.1h - the Available Information plan note has been revised. This note applies for all soil profiles as of January 17, 2020. ODOT’s example soil profile sheets will be updated beginning in July 2020 as the Department transitions to OpenRoads.

Section 703.4 - Undisturbed test results for Soil Profile - Structure sheets will now be presented in the same location as for Soil Profile - Roadway sheets (prior to the presentation of the surface and subsurface data).

Appendix D - Revised soil profile sheet titles. These titles apply for all soil profiles as of January 17, 2020. ODOT’s example soil profile sheets will be updated beginning in July 2020 as the Department transitions to OpenRoads.